
 

 

 

 

 

 

I. PHONETICS 

Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined. 

1. A. chat                   B. chef                C. chore                  D. lunch 

2. A. relationship       B. generation      C. culture                D. description  

3. A. chance               B. kitchen           C. technology         D. children 

Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others. 

4. A. selfish             B. worried              C. simple                D. upset 

5. A. argument        B. discussion          C. appointment       D. performance 

II. GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY 

Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 

6. It’s essential to know how to put ______ campfires before you go camping.  

A. off                   B. up                         C. in                        D. out 

7. My mother is the person who _______ breakfast in my family.  

A. makes              B. does                      C. eats                     D. takes 

8.  I don’t mind doing housework except _______ the rubbish.  

A. taking in           B. taking out             C. lifting off           D. raising up  

9.  The elderly find it difficult to catch up with the _________.  

A. fashion trends                B. manners                    

C. rules                               D. discussions 

10.  He wanted to let his hair ________ longer.  

A. grow                  B. to grow               C. growing               D. grew 

11.  Endangered animals, such as mountain gorillas, need to be __________.  

A. reserved             B. conversed          C. conserved              D. reversed  

12. My brother is a ________ person. He always plans everything very carefully not only at 

home but also at work.  

A. healthy                 B. funny                  C. organised              D. generous  

13.  They _______ someone knocking on the door when they ________ for their son.  
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A. heard – waited                                  B. were hearing – were waiting                   

C. heard – were waiting                        D. were hearing – waited  

14. Joey looks so _______. What happened?  

A. angrily               B. angry                  C. happily                  D. well  

15. You ___________ your homework late! Next time I will fail you if you submit your 

homework late again.  

A. submit                                               B. always submitting          

C. are always submitting                       D. submitted  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word / phrase CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

16. Her children always obey home rules. They’re usually well-behaved. 

A. set                 B. break                     C. follow                  D. respect                 

17. I always get up early so I don’t have to run to catch the bus as my best friend does.   

A. make             B. take                        C. get                       D. miss                  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word / phrase OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

18. You uncle looks so strict. Is it easy for you to stay with him? 

A. easy-going          B. difficult                   C. calm                D. angry 

19. The bus was so packed so I had to stand for nearly two hours.  

A. cheap                  B. crowded                    C. empty            D. bad 

Make the correct form of the verbs in the brackets.  

20. A new shopping mall _________ (build) in the center of the town last month.  

21. They often ________ (have) lunch together.  

22. I ________ (hear) the bell ringing when I _______ (have) an online meeting at home.  

Give the correct form of the words in the brackets.  

23. If you have any schoolwork problem, talk to your teacher. She’s very _________. 

(UNDERSTAND) 

24. Teens tend to become more and more ________ when they get older. (DEPEND)   

25. The _________ of Nha Trang Cathedral is so impressive. (ARCHITECT) 

III. READING  



 

 

Choose the word or phrase among A, B, C or D that best fits the blank space in the following 

passage. 

The invention of stethoscopes 

Invented by a French physician, René Théophile Hyacinthe Laënnec, the stethoscope is a vital 

medical tool for (26) __________ doctors to listen to one body's internal sounds that are made 

by the heart, lungs and so on. The word "stethoscope" originates from the Greek words (27) 

____________ mean "chest" and "observe". This device was created from an embarrassing 

situation in which the doctor was supposed to press his ear to a female patient's chest for a 

medical check-up based on the traditional method. However, he used a sheet of paper and 

rolled it into a tube to hear the patient's heartbeat. This moment led to the invention of the first 

wooden stethoscope in 1816. Since then, many other doctors (28) _________ to perfect that 

invention. Until the early 1960s and the late 1970s, a Havard Medical School professor, David 

Littman made and improved a new stethoscope which was not (29) _________ as the previous 

ones and had better acoustics. Today, a digital stethoscope which uses artificial intelligence 

is expected to be the future of stethoscopes. It will be connected to a smartphone app that can 

store the patients' data and (30) _________ heart problems within seconds. This will help 

doctors know the causes and choose a suitable treatment for their patients. 

26. A. Ø                       B. the                C. some             D. a  

27. A. why                   B. who              C. that                D. whom 

28. A. were trying        B. have tried     C. tried              D. try 

29. A. so heavier          B. as heavy       C. heavier          D. more heavy 

30. A. access                B. handle           C. face              D. notice 

Read the text and decide whether each statement is T (TRUE), F (FALSE) or NO 

INOFRMATION (NI).   

Dear Edward, 

I'm travelling around Vietnam with my friends, Jason and Walton. Yesterday, we visited Mỹ 

Son Sanctuary in Quảng Nam, one of the most historic sites in Vietnam as well as Southeast 

Asia. Mỹ Sơn Sanctuary is recognised as a UNESCO World Heritage Site that was built from 

the 4th century to the 13th century CE. The site is located in a picturesque valley surrounded 

by high mountains in Quảng Nam and near the start of the Thu Bồn River. The site has a 

collection of at least 70 ruined Hindu temples that the Chăm built to worship their gods. We 



 

 

arrived at Mỹ Son at around 7 a.m., had breakfast and then began exploring the historic 

temples. Some of them had some amazing statues of Hindu gods. I was mostly impressed by 

the good condition of the temple walls. Most wall bricks are over 1,000 years old but still 

beautifully red. We took lots of photos and made some clips of the temples.  

I also learn a lot about the historical values of the site from a local tour guide. We heard about 

Chăm people's history, watched a Chăm performance with dancing and live music. We also 

rented some traditional Chăm costumes. I looked quite funny in them, but I kind of enjoyed it. 

It was so much fun! I bought some souvenirs on the site. I can't wait to give them to my family. 

Our visit to Mỹ Sơn was really an amazing experience for those who love historical structures. 

You should definitely visit it. 

Write back soon, 

Zoe 

31. Mỹ Sơn has historic values beyond Vietnam. 

32. Chăm people built all the temples in the 4th century. 

33. Historically, Chăm people only worshipped Hindu gods. 

34. Zoe admired the temple walls the most. 

35. Zoe looked great in the Chăm costumes. 

WRITING 

Rewrite the following sentences, using the given words in the brackets. 

36. While a group of tourists was walking in the mountains, they found an ancient tomb. 

(WHEN) 

_______________________________________________________. 

37. The Imperial Citadel of Thăng Long is a popular tourist attraction. (ATTRACTS) 

_______________________________________________________. 

38. Lots of foreign tourists were amazed by Vietnamese filtered coffee. (FOUND) 

_______________________________________________________. 

39. Trevor often comes home late, so he often says 'sorry' for that. (APOLOGISES) 

_______________________________________________________. 

40. Nigel's parents sometimes feel really angry, but they can't do anything to make him listen 

to them. (POWERLESS) 

_______________________________________________________.  


